
Crescent-8
PROFESSIONAL Starting System

On the Cover: A full Crescent-8 system, set up for the 
quality-assurance process before shipping.

About Pro Gate
Pro Gate is BMX-meets-real-deal-engineering. All 
our products start with rider, track-operator and 
race-promoter input. Next, professional engineers 
who create machines for major manufacturing 
companies get to work designing and building. 

Then it’s back to the track, where prototypes are 
tested, and the fine-tuning that brings together 
those two very-different worlds takes place.  

The end result is a family of products that BMXers 
around the world can count on, year in and year 
out.  A product line that meets, or exceeds, global 
standards for safety, operability and durability.

Those who appreciate great product design know 
the level of innovation and care by which Pro Gate 
products make their way to market.  Those who 
ride know, “it just works...every time.”

About Pro Gate Crescent-8

A modular system that can be built to the specs of 
the track or promoter, Pro Gate’s Crescent system 
is the latest-and-greatest in professional starting 
systems.  The “crescent” form factor offers the heft 
of a full-metal gate, and pinch-free operation when 
hands and feet land where they shouldn’t be.

Straight-8

Crescent Lite
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Gatekeeper
Our “Gatekeeper” line of replacement 
parts, accessories and maintenance 
products ensures your timing is spot-
on—every time, in every way.

Our wildly popular training system, 
brings all the pieces together to put 
Pro Gate quality in your driveway. 
Pro Quality. Consumer Price.

When you already have a hill that 
thrills, you can still benefit from the 
safety and reliability of a Pro Gate 
within your existing infrastructure.

The standard for the Olympic Games, 
UCI Supercross, and the UCI World 
Championships, this is the gate that’s 
used when it’s all on the line. 

Straight-4
The gate system of choice for the 
perfectionist Four-cross promoter 
looking for reliable, portable gear that 
can handle any terrain.
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Crescent-8
PROFESSIONAL Starting System

As the world standard for UCI Challenge 
Classes, our Crescent starting system is 
another example of how Pro Gate is working 
to evolve safety and innovation in the sport.  
Following a successful rollout last year, 
Crescent Pro Gate is catching on worldwide  
as the de-facto “safety gate” for top tracks.   

As a modular system, choose the full kit (starting 
deck, drop section and launch ramp), or “sink” 
only the drop section into a pre-existing starting 
hill.  Crescent comes equipped with the hyper-
reliable Pro Gate ram, brain box, and starter 
controls; and we offer a deep list of “original 
equipment” accessories and options.

Call today for a free consultation on how the 
Crescent system and our “Gatekeeper” line of 
maintenance products can work for your track.
Our staff can also be on-site to ensure your 
installation goes down as smoothly as your gate.


